In Zürich, Switzerland

!

An Extraordinary Weekend Seminar
To Celebrate Your Joyous Psychic (Soul) Life!

!

Saturday, June 8 - Sunday, June 9, 2019
10:00 AM - 5:00 PM each day

!
Forum Im Licht Presents
!
Michael J Tamura

World-Renown Spiritual Teacher, Clairvoyant Visionary, Radio Show Host
& Award-Winning Author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER
[In English with immediate German Translation]

!
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*Unlock Your Intuition, Clairvoyance & Mediumship*
= To Create A Joyous Life =

True intuition is your direct line to your own innermost knowing and all that is true to you
as a soul. It’s also your hotline to God. Clairvoyance is your ability to see with the single
inner eye of spirit to discern truth from illusion. It keeps you on your path. Mediumship is
your gateway to spirit and who you are - before, during, and after your incarnation. It’s
through your mediumship that you begin to live the miracle of spirit and your immortal
soul life, while you are still here on earth. Once you learn to use these three powerful
innate soul abilities correctly, your life will expand beyond your wildest dreams. Isn’t it
time for you to spread your soul wings and soar beyond your imagined limits?
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For millennia, sages, mystics, and spiritual teachers have taught those who wished to live
beyond the limitations of the worldly life, to gain entry into the mysteries, or to simply live
happily ever-after to “First, Know Thyself!” To know yourself is the first step in fulfilling the
purpose you have, as a soul, for being incarnated in a human mind and body, here on
earth. Yet, trying to figure yourself out and the purpose for your life intellectually cannot
lead you to truly knowing yourself. To know yourself requires you to have a direct intuitive
experience of yourself as spirit. You can’t do that by thinking about who you are.
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When you merely think that you know yourself, you might believe, “I’m a housewife”,
“I’m an artist”, “I’m a doctor”, “I’m the CEO”, “I’m human”, “I’m famous”, “I’m poor” or,
even, “I’m just an average person”. Of course, you can be anything, since, after all, you
are a spiritual being - you can be whatever you decide you are. But, what are you, when
you are not being something or someone? “Know yourself” is the commandment for you
to experience yourself just as you are - before you became anything or anyone. And, when
you know yourself, you begin to fulfill your purpose for being human.
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So, the BIG question is: How do you get to know yourself much more? That’s where your
innate psychic abilities become so much more important in your life. You probably know
that the term “psychic” just means “of the soul”. Your psychic abilities, therefore, are the
abilities that are already within you as an immortal soul. By accessing your various innate
soul or psychic abilities, such as intuition, clairvoyance, and mediumship, you begin to
experience much more of who you are as the soul and get to know your true self that may
happen to be, at this time, a man or a woman, an architect or a writer, poor or wealthy, or
sick or healthy. It’s a bit like knowing the difference between the person who is
experiencing life and the clothing that the person happens to be wearing - the two are
vastly different.
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The wonderful news is that it is not difficult to access these abilities. Everyone uses their
psychic abilities all of the time, but most people don’t realize it and, not realizing it, they
let their abilities work against them much of the time. For example, everyone is looking
clairvoyantly all of the time, yet, very few people know what they are looking at with their
inner spirit vision. Not recognizing what they are staring at all of the time, they become
the effect of what they unconsciously see. If you watched an upsetting movie over and
over, you’d most likely get unhappy after a while. It’s somewhat like that. Also, many
people deny or invalidate what they know to be true intuitively and kick themselves later,
when they realize that they should have acted upon what they knew. Often, people fail to
follow their intuition, because they don’t trust themselves enough. Then, there’s one’s
mediumship ability that is necessary to experience being spirit. Most people don’t have a
clue that they are so often being the effect of their mediumship ability and end up
confused or scared, rather than learning to use it correctly to get to know and further
themselves along their path.
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Today, all of humanity is being called to step up to living a more intuitive or spirit-centered
life. If you’re reading this, you’ve already been answering that call and looking for
guidance and tools to help you take that step-up for yourself. This special Weekend
Seminar in Zürich, Switzerland taught by world-renown spiritual teacher, clairvoyant

visionary, award-winning author, and radio show host, Michael J Tamura, will definitely
get you on your way, if you’re just getting started. If you’re already well along the way to
living your life by your intuition, clairvoyance, and mediumship, it will give you a huge
boost in your understanding and power to apply your abilities in your everyday life. Where
you are in your life and where you are headed on your spiritual path require you to utilize
much more of your psychic abilities in general, but these three major abilities will be the
most important for you as a soul seeking to fully awaken.
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We’re looking forward to seeing you in Zurich!
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BIO:
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Michael J Tamura lives the miracle: Spiritually aware from childhood, he sees everyone the
way he or she is - as an immortal soul. To guide thousands to their healing, awakening,
and true life purpose, he draws from years of intensive training, profound past-life recall,
nightly out-of-body sojourns, over four decades of teaching and giving clairvoyant
counseling, and a lifetime of extraordinary experiences, including returning from five neardeath experiences.
Born and raised in Japan, yet educated in American schools, Michael has spent a lifetime
bridging gaps: Not only between East and West, young and old, men and women, but,
above all, between humanity and Divinity.
Today, the award-winning author of YOU ARE THE ANSWER (Wozu Sind Wir Hier?
German Ed.), is working on his latest book, Three Deaths and No Funeral: Lessons In
Living The Miracle, as he continues to provide psychic tools and spiritual practices to
illuminate the way home for awakening souls. He is a featured expert in a brilliant new
film, PGS-Your Intuition Is Your Personal Guidance System, by renown director, Bill
Bennett. Michael and his wife, Raphaelle, also host the enlightening and entertaining
weekly hour-long radio show, Living The Miracle with Michael and Raphaelle Tamura,
heard globally online on the VoiceAmerica.com Network Empowerment Channel. His
teachings are offered through his acclaimed seminars, teleclass courses, writing, media
appearances, special events, and audio products. For Michael, every step in life offers a
golden opportunity for healing, miracles, and the fulfillment of one’s divine purpose.
Michael’s Website: www.michaeltamura.com
Living The Miracle with Michael and Raphaelle Tamura (Weekly Internet Radio Show):

https://www.voiceamerica.com/show/2735/living-the-miracle
Michael’s Facebook Pages:
https://www.facebook.com/michaeljtamura/
https://www.facebook.com/michael.j.tamura.7
Michael’s 27-minute Virtual Light Broadcast TV Interview:
https://callingonthemasters.com/2013/11/virtual-light-3-janelle-interviews-michael-tamuranov-2013/
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